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As far as sports clichés go, ‘giving 110%’ is something of a classic. Never mind that giving more than 100% is a physiological impossibility, such 
grandiose language continues to be uttered in/on ice rinks, basketball arenas, football stadiums, tennis courts and soccer pitches the world 
over. Few will confuse a provincial finance minister with an elite athlete, but when it comes to today’s proverbial budget olympics, regional 
treasurers really are giving 110%! What ever do we mean? 

Well, as we’ve been regularly reporting on, provincial governments have acknowledged an historic improvement in fiscal fortunes since 2021 
budgets were set down earlier in the year. The combined budgetary upgrade (vs. 2021 budget guidance) for the two-year period covering 
2020-21 and 2021-22 currently stands at ~C$76 billion… a stunning budgetary delta almost evenly split between the two fiscal years (Chart 1). 

Now for a little attribution analysis. As per Chart 2, the cumulative revenue windfall over the two-year period is C$69 billion, aggregate provincial 
revenue today standing some 11½% higher than what was thought possible in the spring. Even allowing for some extra spending of late, 
combined expense over the two fiscal years is down vs. budget estimates, by roughly C$7 billion. It’s simple division at this point: 

C$76 billion 2Y budgetary improvement ÷ C$69 billion 2Y revenue improvement = 110% ratio of budget beat-to-revenue beat! 

Technically, the budget beat-to-revenue beat ratio is 200% for 2020-21 and more like 76% for 2021-22. In other words, not every single bit of 
this year’s revenue ‘surprise’ has gone to the bottom line. But saving 76 cents of the marginal revenue dollar is still pretty constructive from a 
provincial credit perspective. As everyone should appreciate, there’s still uncertainty attached to fiscal 2021-22, and budgetary figures will 
evolve. But the materially enhanced picture for 2020-21 is a fait au complet. That fiscal year is done and dusted, with the reduced red ink and 
commensurate erasure of government debt locked in. The challenge, of course, could be maintaining fiscal discipline even as the democratic 
process intervenes in the form of general elections. Quebec’s recent mid-year offered significant new measures ahead of a 2022 vote, stimulus 
that will hit a local economy that may already be overheating. Ontario could presumably offer its own collection of goodies in Budget 2022, 
before Ontarians are asked to mark their ballots in June. Stay tuned. In the meantime, give provincial finance ministers credit for doing their 
best impression of Connor McDavid, Tom Brady and Lionel Messi… giving it 110% and leaving it all on the legislative floor. 

Chart 1: 2Y fiscal improvement of ~C76bln (for 2020-21 + 2021-22) 
Net improvement in provincial budget balances vs. Budget 2021 

 
Source: NBF, prov’l gov’ts | Note: Future FYs refers only to Ont, Que, Alta

Chart 2: Budgetary attribution analysis 
Change in provincial revenue, expense & budget balance vs. Budget 2021 

 
Source: NBF, prov’l gov’ts | Note: Reflects total fiscal changes vs. Budget 2021 estimates 
 

Chart 3: Giving 110% to the bottom line 
Ratio of marginal change in provincial budget balance vs. change in revenue 

 
Source: NBF, prov’l gov’ts | Note: Based on total fiscal changes vs. Budget 2021 estimates

Chart 4: The 2Y budget beat vs. revenue beat by province 
Ratio of 2Y marginal change in budget balance vs. revenue by province 

 
Source: NBF, prov’l gov’ts | Note: Based on fiscal changes vs. Budget 2021 estimates 
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A word on Manitoba: 2Y revenue improvement is currently C$669mln vs. budget,
but 2Y expense increase is C$672, meaning no cumulative improvement in
budget balance; Q2 fiscal update to come...

Saskatchewan has steered much of current FY revenue
improvement to drought relief, accounting for
lower ratio here

https://www.nbc.ca/content/dam/bnc/en/rates-and-analysis/economic-analysis/market_view_211130b.pdf
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General 

This Report was prepared by National Bank Financial, Inc. (NBF), (a Canadian investment dealer, member of IIROC), an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of 
National Bank of Canada. National Bank of Canada is a public company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange.   

The particulars contained herein were obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable but are not guaranteed by us and may be incomplete and may 
be subject to change without notice.  The information is current as of the date of this document.   Neither the author nor NBF assumes any obligation to update 
the information or advise on further developments relating to the topics or securities discussed. The opinions expressed are based upon the author(s) analysis 
and interpretation of these particulars and are not to be construed as a solicitation or offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned herein, and nothing in this 
Report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual 
circumstances.  In all cases, investors should conduct their own investigation and analysis of such information before taking or omitting to take any action in 
relation to securities or markets that are analyzed in this Report. The Report alone is not intended to form the basis for an investment decision, or to replace any 
due diligence or analytical work required by you in making an investment decision. 

This Report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. This Report is not directed at you if NBF or any affiliate 
distributing this Report is prohibited or restricted by any legislation or regulation in any jurisdiction from making it available to you. You should satisfy yourself 
before reading it that NBF is permitted to provide this Report to you under relevant legislation and regulations.  

National Bank of Canada Financial Markets is a trade name used by National Bank Financial and National Bank of Canada Financial Inc.  

Canadian Residents 

NBF or its affiliates may engage in any trading strategies described herein for their own account or on a discretionary basis on behalf of certain clients and as market 
conditions change, may amend or change investment strategy including full and complete divestment. The trading interests of NBF and its affiliates may also be 
contrary to any opinions expressed in this Report. 

NBF or its affiliates often act as financial advisor, agent or underwriter for certain issuers mentioned herein and may receive remuneration for its services.  As well 
NBF and its affiliates and/or their officers, directors, representatives, associates, may have a position in the securities mentioned herein and may make purchases 
and/or sales of these securities from time to time in the open market or otherwise.  NBF and its affiliates may make a market in securities mentioned in this 
Report.  This Report may not be independent of the proprietary interests of NBF and its affiliates. 

This Report is not considered a research product under Canadian law and regulation, and consequently is not governed by Canadian rules applicable to the 
publication and distribution of research Reports, including relevant restrictions or disclosures required to be included in research Reports.   
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UK Residents 

This Report is a marketing document. This Report has not been prepared in accordance with EU legal requirements designed to promote the independence of 
investment research and it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. In respect of the distribution of this 
Report to UK residents, NBF has approved the contents (including, where necessary, for the purposes of Section 21(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000). This Report is for information purposes only and does not constitute a personal recommendation, or investment, legal or tax advice.  NBF and/or its 
parent and/or any companies within or affiliates of the National Bank of Canada group and/or any of their directors, officers and employees may have or may 
have had interests or long or short positions in, and may at any time make purchases and/or sales as principal or agent, or may act or may have acted as 
market maker in the relevant investments or related investments discussed in this Report, or may act or have acted as investment and/or commercial banker 
with respect hereto. The value of investments, and the income derived from them, can go down as well as up and you may not get back the amount 
invested.  Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  If an investment is denominated in a foreign currency, rates of exchange may have an adverse 
effect on the value of the investment.  Investments which are illiquid may be difficult to sell or realise; it may also be difficult to obtain reliable information about 
their value or the extent of the risks to which they are exposed.  Certain transactions, including those involving futures, swaps, and other derivatives, give rise to 
substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. The investments contained in this Report are not available to retail customers and this Report is not for 
distribution to retail clients (within the meaning of the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority).  Persons who are retail clients should not act or rely upon the 
information in this Report. This Report does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for 
the securities described herein nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever.  

This information is only for distribution to Eligible Counterparties and Professional Clients in the United Kingdom within the meaning of the rules of the Financial 
Conduct Authority. NBF is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and has its registered office at 70 St. Mary Axe, London, EC3A 8BE.  

NBF is not authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and the Financial Conduct Authority to accept deposits in the United Kingdom. 

U.S. Residents 

With respect to the distribution of this report in the United States of America, National Bank of Canada Financial Inc. (“NBCFI”) which is regulated by the Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) and a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC), an affiliate of NBF, accepts responsibility for its 
contents, subject to any terms set out above. To make further inquiry related to this report, or to effect any transaction, United States residents should contact 
their NBCFI registered representative.  

This report is not a research report and is intended for Major U.S. Institutional Investors only.   

This report is not subject to U.S. independence and disclosure standards applicable to research reports. 

HK Residents 

With respect to the distribution of this report in Hong Kong by NBC Financial Markets Asia Limited (“NBCFMA”)which is licensed by the Securities and Futures 
Commission (“SFC”) to conduct Type 1 (dealing in securities) and Type 3 (leveraged foreign exchange trading) regulated activities, the contents of this report 
are solely for informational purposes. It has not been approved by, reviewed by, verified by or filed with any regulator in Hong Kong. Nothing herein is a 
recommendation, advice, offer or solicitation to buy or sell a product or service, nor an official confirmation of any transaction. None of the products issuers, 
NBCFMA or its affiliates or other persons or entities named herein are obliged to notify you of changes to any information and none of the foregoing assume 
any loss suffered by you in reliance of such information.  

The content of this report may contain information about investment products which are not authorized by SFC for offering to the public in Hong Kong and such 
information will only be available to, those persons who are Professional Investors (as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong (“SFO”)).  If 
you are in any doubt as to your status you should consult a financial adviser or contact us. This material is not meant to be marketing materials and is not 
intended for public distribution. Please note that neither this material nor the product referred to is authorized for sale by SFC. Please refer to product prospectus 
for full details.  

There may be conflicts of interest relating to NBCFMA or its affiliates’ businesses. These activities and interests include potential multiple advisory, transactional 
and financial and other interests in securities and instruments that may be purchased or sold by NBCFMA or its affiliates, or in other investment vehicles which 
are managed by NBCFMA or its affiliates that may purchase or sell such securities and instruments.  

No other entity within the National Bank of Canada group, including National Bank of Canada and National Bank Financial Inc, is licensed or registered with the 
SFC. Accordingly, such entities and their employees are not permitted and do not intend to: (i) carry on a business in any regulated activity in Hong Kong; (ii) 
hold themselves out as carrying on a business in any regulated activity in Hong Kong; or (iii) actively market their services to the Hong Kong public. 

Copyright 

This Report may not be reproduced in whole or in part, or further distributed or published or referred to in any manner whatsoever, nor may the information, 
opinions or conclusions contained in it be referred to without in each case the prior express written consent of NBF. 
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